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                                     FCE 103 

Chapter I Articles 

• There are two types of articles: Indefinite articles and Definite article. There 

are two indefinite articles : (1) Indefinite articles , article ‘a’ and article ‘an’ . 

They are used before the common nouns of the singular nouns. 

 

• Article ‘an’ is used before the singular common nouns, of which the pronunciation 

starts with the vowel sound e.g. An apple, an earphone, an inkpot, an owl an 

umbrella. Exceptions to be kept in mind as the words starts with a consonant: An 

M.A., an M.Phil, an LLM and such other abbreviated forms academic degrees. 

 

  

• Article ‘a’ is used before the singular common nouns,of which the pronunciation 

starts with the consonants sound e.g. a bat, a cat, a doll, a frog, a gallery, a house, a 

jar, a kettle, a line, a mattress, a nun, a park, a queen, a rat,  a shawl, a table, a van, 

a witch, a xylophone, a yard, a zebra.  Exceptions to be kept in mind as the words 

starts with a consonant: A European, a uniform, a unicorn, a ewe, a universal truth, 

a university. 

 

• The only definite article ‘The’ is used in both singular and plural , but before the 

plural common nouns only  Article ‘ The’ is used. It is used when a common noun 

referred to earlier has been referred to second type. Moreover, it is used before the 

name musical instruments and also before the religious books of any faith. 

 

Que. 01: Fill in the blanks with the articles ‘a’, ‘an’ and ‘the’: 

1. Nirja is a university lecturer. 

2. We met an intelligent research scholar yesterday. 

3. Rupal visited Agra to have a glance at the Taj. 

4. The Bhagavad-Gita is the religious book of Hinduism. 

5. I saw a terrible accident yesterday. The accident occurred between a bike and a jeep.  

6. Everyone respects an honest man. 

7. Kalidasa is the greatest playwright of India.  

8. Honesty is the best policy. 

9. The helicopter landed on the roof of a building. 

10. Our college is one of the organizers of this webinar. 

 

 



 

Chapter I Primary Modal Auxiliaries 

 

❖ Verb is one of the most significant parts of speech in all types of sentences. It is 

divided into some types which are as under: 

(1) Main Verbs  (2) Auxiliary Verbs 

 

❖ Auxiliary forms are of two types (1) Primary auxiliary Verbs (2) Modal auxiliary 

Verbs  

 

❖ Primary Auxiliary verbs are divided into three sub-types  

A. To be forms: ‘am’,  ‘is’ and ‘are’ in present tense. Was and were in past tense.  

B. To have forms: ‘Have’ and ‘has’ are in present tense. ‘Had’ in past tense.  

C. To do forms: ‘Do’ and ‘does’ are in present tense. ‘Did’ in the past tense. 

 

Pronouns 

Of Nominative 

case 

To be To have To do  

Present Past Present Past Present Past 

I am was have had do did 

We are were have had do did 

You are were have had do did 

He/ Manish is was has had does did 

She/ 

Mona 

is was has had does did 

It / An Elephant is was has had does did 

They/ Manish, 

Mona and an 

elephant 

are were have had do did 

 

Que. 02: Fill in the blanks using the options given in the bracket: 

1. I am an English teacher. 

2. We are very hard-working people. 

3. You are supposed to know all these things. 

4.  Satish is my close friend. 

5. Suhana is studying in this class now. 

6. Appu is an elephant, who is friendly with all of us. 

7. Our students are quite irregular in the online mode of teaching. 

8. Sudha has a unique sense of revenge. 

9. Rahul and Rashmi have their own ideas to deal with failures in life.  

10. Neha does not like to offend others. 



11. The villagers have no idea regarding this situation. 

12. Dr Rathod does not want to participate. 

13. Mr. Prajapati had an access to all these articles last year. 

14. The CM of Gujarat in the past has become PM of India. 

15. The patient had died before the doctor arrived.  

Que. 02: Fill in the blanks based on the lessons studied by you.  

 

1. The name of the author of The Gift of the Magi is O’ Henry 

2. The real name of O’ Henry is William Sydney Porter. 

3. The name of Jim’s wife is Della. 

4. The name of Della’s husband is Jim. 

5. The full name of Jim is James Dillingham Young. 

6. Jim was proud of his ancestral gold watch. 

7. Della was proud of her beautiful hair. 

8. In spite of all her efforts, Della could collect only 1.87 dollars. 

9. Roucolle the miser used to eat the cat’s meat. 

10. Roucolle the miser used the news paper in place of the undergarments. 

11. The name of the author of the story Roucolle, the Miser is George Orwell.  

12. The real name of George Orwell is Eric Arthur Blair. 

13. Roucolle and the pole were cheated by the Jew in the matter of smuggling Cocaine.  

14. Roucolle and the pole were cheated by the Jew in the matter of smuggling Cocaine.  

15. Roucolle and the pole were cheated by the Jew in the matter of smuggling Cocaine.  
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(1) Jim and Della lived in a furnished flat whose rent is ______ ( $8 per week) 

(2)  Della had only _______ to buy a present for Jim. ( $1.87) 

(3) Della’s hair are rippling and shining like a ____ ( a cascade of brown water) 

(4) What was written on the signboard where Della stopped to sell her hair? ( Mme. 

Safronie) 

(5) How much dollar did Della get from selling her hair? ( $20) 

(6) What did Della buy for Jim’s Christmas gift? (  a platinum fob chain) 

(7) How much dollar did Della pay for a platinum fob chain? ( $21) 

(8) Why had Jim to look at his watch on the sly? ( old leather strap) 

(9) How did Della look like when her head was covered with tiny, close-lying curls? (a 

truant schoolboy) 

(10) What were the most precious possessions of Jim and Della?  ( gold watch and hair) 

(11) What did Della tell Jim when she saw him disappointed? ( My hair grows awfully fast) 

(12) What is the meaning of “The Magi”? ( The Wise Men from the East who brought gifts 

to Jesus as a baby) 

(13) Who translated the story ‘The Father’? ( R B Anderson) 

(14) “The four greats” is a term used for four great _______ writers. ( Norwegian) 

(15) What is ‘Parish’? ( a community having its own church and priest) 

(16) Who were the sponsors of Finn’s baptism? (  the best men and women of Throd’s 

relations in the parish) 

(17) What was Thord’s response when the priest said he carried his age well? ( because I 

have no troubles) 

(18) Why did Thord come to the priest for the second time? ( for his son who is to be 

Confirmed) 

(19) Who was the richest girl in the parish? ( Karen Storliden) 

(20) What is the meaning of ‘pocket-book’? ( a wallet or purse) 

(21) Who wrote the story ‘A Wrong Man in Worker’s Paradise’? ( Rabindranath Tagore) 

(22)  How did the man waste his time? ( in making sculptures/painting) 

(23) Where was the man sent when he died? ( Worker’s Paradise) 

(24) What do all men say in Worker’s Paradise? ( “Time is Precious”/ “We are always 

having our hands full; we are making use of every single minute”) 

(25) What did the wrong man do in Worker’s Paradise? ( lounged in the street/jostled 

with hurrying men/lay down in green meadows/ was always in the way of others) 

(26) Who went to a silent torrent? ( A hustling active girl) 

(27) Why did the wrong man ask for a pitcher from a girl? ( to draw pictures on it) 

(28) Who made a confession before the elders? ( the aerial messenger) 

(29) What did the aerial messenger confess? ( she brought wrong man in worker’s 

paradise) 

(30) Who said this is no place for the like of you? ( the president)       


